| LOT 8527 | CHINESE INKSTONE with box  
early 20th century  
length of inkstone- 6"  
estimate 250-450  
| VIEW MORE IMAGES  
detail, detail |
|---------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------|
| LOT 8528 | SINO CHINESE/TIBETAN TEAPOT  
with applied carvings  
height- 11 1/2"  
estimate 400-600  
| VIEW MORE IMAGES  
detail, detail, detail, detail  
detail, detail |
|---------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------|
| LOT 8529 | CHINESE PORCELAIN COVERED BOX  
with mark on bottom  
diameter- 15"  
estimate 500-700  
| VIEW MORE IMAGES  
detail, detail, detail |
|---------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------|
| LOT 8530 | PAIR OF CHINESE CARVED TEMPLES  
height- 102"  
estimate 30,000-50,000  
| VIEW MORE IMAGES  
detail, detail, detail |
|---------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------|
| LOT 8531 | CHINESE PAINTING OF GENERAL ON SILK  
sight- 38 1/4" x 74"  
estimate 2000-3000  
| VIEW MORE IMAGES  
detail, detail, detail, detail  
detail, detail, detail, detail |

http://www.slawinski.com/8500-8549.html
CHINESE AND JAPANESE AUCTION
Sunday, May 27th at 11am

LOTS 8480-8549
LOTS 8550-8599
LOTS 8600-8649
LOTS 8650-8699
LOTS 8700-8749
LOTS 8750-8799
LOTS 8800-8849
LOTS 8850-8899
LOTS 8900-8949
LOTS 8950-8999

LOT 8480
GOLD GILDED BUDDHA
height- 2 1/2"
estimate 4000-6000
VIEW MORE IMAGES
detail, detail, detail, detail
detail, detail

LOT 8481
GOLD GILDED BUDDHA
height- 5 3/4"
estimate 6000-9000
VIEW MORE IMAGES
detail, detail, detail, detail
detail, detail, detail, detail
detail, detail, detail, detail
detail, detail, detail, detail

LOT 8482
GOLD GILDED BUDDHA
with sword
height- 7"
estimate 6000-9000
VIEW MORE IMAGES
detail, detail, detail, detail
detail, detail, detail, detail
detail, detail, detail, detail
detail, detail, detail, detail

CALIFORNIA ESTATES AUCTION
Monday, May 28th at 11am

LOTS 9000-9049
LOTS 9050-9099
LOTS 9100-9149
LOTS 9150-9199
LOTS 9200-9249
LOTS 9250-9299
LOTS 9300-9349
LOTS 9350-9399
LOTS 9400-9449
LOTS 9450-9900

LOT 8490
GOLD GILDED BUDDHA
height- 2 1/2"
estimate 4000-6000
VIEW MORE IMAGES
detail, detail, detail, detail
detail, detail

LOT 8491
GOLD GILDED BUDDHA
height- 5 3/4"
estimate 6000-9000
VIEW MORE IMAGES
detail, detail, detail, detail
detail, detail, detail, detail
detail, detail, detail, detail
detail, detail, detail, detail

LOT 8492
GOLD GILDED BUDDHA
with sword
height- 7"
estimate 6000-9000
VIEW MORE IMAGES
detail, detail, detail, detail
detail, detail, detail, detail
detail, detail, detail, detail
detail, detail, detail, detail

Join Our Email List
Stay up to date on our auction schedule and events. Sign up below.
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